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ART. XV.—Additional remarks un a Ring recently found at 
Lanercost, (ante p. 186). By the Editor. 

SEVERAL questions arise about this ring; first as to its 
date. The clue to that is to be found in the shape of 

the bezel, which is a heater-shaped shield. Examples of 
such shields abound in the monumental effigies of the 
thirteenth and fourteenth centuries, and Boutell, in his 
Manual of British Arclaæology, gives on one plate four very 
beautiful instances, viz. :—I, Shield of Raymond, Count 
of Provence, Westminster Abbey, about 1250 ; 2, Shield of 
Edward the Confessor, Westminster Abbey, about 1250 ; 
3, Shield of Percy, from the Percy Shrine, Beverley Min-
ter, about 1350 ; and 4, Shield of Prince John of Eltham, 
Westminster Abbey, 1334.  There is a decided difference 
in shape between the first two shields and the last two, 
the first being leaner, so to say, than the latter; and the 
shape of the bezel of the Lanercost ring agrees very closely 
with the shape of the two leaner shields ; so that we may 
safely assign the ring to the earlier century, and put it 
down as of the time of Henry III. or Edward I. With 
this epoch the champlevé enamel entirely agrees, a state-
ment we make on the authority of Mr. J. C. Robinson, 
who has seen the ring. The champlevé process was 
practised from the eleventh to the fourteenth century, 
during which period the city of Limoges was the great 
manufactory from whence the charnplevè enamels eman-
ated ; and, as most of the Limoges work was on copper 
gilt, we may venture to suggest that possibly this ring 
comes from Limoges ; on the other hand the shape of the 
bezel is rather an argument for the ring having been made 
in England. The slight border round the shield is not 
heraldic ; it is merely a slight rim of metal left to enclose 
the enamel when the field was cut away (champlevé) for 
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its reception, and has now lost its gilding. The colour of 
the field is azure, and the charge has been a lion rampant, 
queue fourchée, or double-tailed ; it must have been of one 
or other of the heraldic metals, and as the rest of the ring 
is gilt, the lion must almost certainly have been gilt too. 
The question is, to find out who bore Azure, a lion, queue 
fourchée, Or. Braose, suggested by the vicar of Laner-
cost, is a Howard quartering, introduced into the Howard 
arms by the marriage of Lady Margaret Mowbray, eldest 
daughter of Thomas Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk, with Sir 
Robert Howard, to whose descendants she brought the 
dignities of Duke of Norfolk, Earl Marshal of England, 
great estates, and fourteen quarterings to their coat of 
arms. This fact probably suggested Braose ; but the lion 
of Braose is single, not double-tailed. On consulting 
Charles's Roll of Arms, printed in the A rchæologia, vol. 39, 
assigned by Mr. Perceval to the end of the 13th century, 
we find- 

" 623. Robert de Stepeltone. Azure, a lion rampant, 
tail forked, or." 

Stepelton equals Stapleton, and Stapleton is the nearest 
parish to Lanercost, and, according to Denton's MS. 
History of Cumberland, one moiety of the manor and parish 
of Stapleton belonged to a family of that name, tempore 
Edward III. and probably earlier. This ring, then, 
belonged to some member of this family in the 13th cen-
tury. The manor went among co-heiresses of the Leving-
tons in that century, and probably the first Stapleton came 
in then. He is not unlikely to have come to Lanercost 
in the retinue of Edward I. to have picked up a local 
heiress, and to have become known by the name of the 
place he settled at. He must, unless his ring finger was 
of gigantic size, have worn this ring, like the knight in the 
Squieres Tale, who is thus described by Chaucer :- 

" Upon his thombe he had of gold a ring, 
And by his side a naked sword hanging." 

This 
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This brings us to Mr. Robinson's opinion of the ring 
" The ring is unique It is not at all likely to have been worn as a 

thumb ring. Any knight or great personage bearing coat armour 
would certainly not have had a bronze gilt and enamelled ring, but a 
real gold one, the former being mere ` Brummagem,' so to speak, 
even then. It strikes me now, on the spur of the moment, that this 
ring may have been a sepulchral or typical ring interred with some 
abbot or bishop. Investiture rings were often of merely nominal 
value." 

But the Robert de Stapleton of Charles's roll was neither 
knight nor great personage ; he was a simple squire, and 
the Stapletons of Stapleton must not be confused with the 
knightly family of Stapleton of Edenhall, who bore a 
totally different coat of arms, namely : Arg., three swords, 
pomels in the nombril of the escutcheon, points extended 
gules. No Stapleton of Stapleton seems ever to have been 
knighted, or to have attained any position of dignity in 
the county. A member of such a family might well have 
had to be content with " Brummagem." The probability, 
however, is that its owner, when he purchased it, did not 
know it was not solid gold. By the statute, 5th Henry 
IV., c. 13, the gilding and silvering of rings and other 
articles of a similar nature made of copper or laten was 
prohibited under a severe penalty ; the import of such rings 
was prohibited by 3 Ed. IV., c. 4. The existence of these 
statutes shows that people were deceived by such " Brum-
magem " ware, and the Stapleton who owned this ring 
may weil have been defrauded. We may further remark 
that an heraldic ring, charged with the armorial bearings 
of a private gentleman, can hardly have been an investi-
ture ring. 
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